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Global Assortment
Consistency in products

Wrist offers a global assortment within provisions and stores
of more than 1500 products ensuring consistency in product
quality and pricing wherever you receive your Wrist supplies.
Economies of scale are key to Wrist’s purchasing improvement being able to use procurement strengths to secure
competitive pricing in the market.

www.wrist.com

“

Enjoy the convenience of onestop-shopping. Wrist is your
one-stop-resource for all your
stores and provisions.

Consistency in products

Wrist offers a global assortment within provisions
and stores of more than 1500 products.
The supply chain is already well-established providing customers with a superior delivery compliance and service. And you can always expect consistency in product quality and pricing.

Quality inspection

With Wrist’s global assortment, products are always delivered from the same source ensuring the
same uniform quality - whenever and wherever!
The global assortment products are defined on
basis of a thorough quality inspection before distribution to Wrist warehouses world-wide.

Scale advantages

High-volume purchasing and consolidated deliveries
keep prices low.

Best practice

Wrist’s global footprint enables sourcing close to
the primary source - and with the possibility of
sharing best practice within the group, purchasing
is improved continously benefitting the customers.

Competitive sales pricing

Being a global company, Wrist is able to provide
competitive pricing on local markets.

Global benefits

Wrist wants to be as close to each customer as
possible. With regional networks and appointed
key account managers, global expertise is combined with real local knowledge and understanding of customer needs and demands.

Frame agreements & fixed prices

It is possible to enter into a frame agreement and
achieve fixed prices in our main hubs.
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Wrist Ship Supply . Stigsborgvej 60 . P.O. Box 215 . DK-9400 Noerresundby . Denmark
E-mail: wrist@wrist.com . Tel.: +45 98 13 72 77 . Fax: +45 98 16 58 33 . Website: www.wrist.com

